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• The benefits of IoT for social and 
sustainable housing

• How we scaled up our solutions

• What we have achieved in the first 
12 months

• Outcomes and lessons so far

• What’s next for our Enterprise IoT 
strategy?

We'll be sharing…



About BCHA

As a charitable housing association, our 
mission is to help people take control of 
their own lives. Wherever people feel 
vulnerable or stuck, we want to equip them 
to find a way forward, by offering the 
highest standards of support for housing, 
health, learning and work - or any 
combination of these needs.

We want to be proactive and influential in 
local communities and national debates, to 
help eliminate homelessness and social 
exclusion.

We own a wide variety of property types 
across our housing and commercial stock in 
South West England.



Why do we need IoT?

• Operational efficiency
• Decrease the number of physical visits

• Automate compliance reporting

• Better customer relationships
• Creating safer living environments

• Monitoring for fuel poverty and risks to 
vulnerable residents

• Business innovation
• Creating a more efficient workforce

• To reduce the climate impact of our 
services



BCHA’s approach – The IoT Accelerator

• As the market is relatively immature, we wanted to invite any 
participant into our test-bed, provided they can integrate 
with our approach

• An open approach to Enterprise IoT
• A multi-vendor strategy for hardware and applications
• Equipment installed and managed by our staff
• Data under our control, allowing us to gain insights across use cases
• Events triggering processes in our Housing Management platform
• No ‘swivel chair’ management across proprietary platforms or 

connectivity

• Nothing connected to the corporate LAN or our customer’s 
broadband



The IoT Accelerator – Powered by 
Daizy
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Why aren’t Enterprises rolling out IoT?

Cost

ROIs are sensitive and easily disrupted by additional time on 
integration and installation; it is not device or connectivity cost 

Complexity

The chaos of the current IoT landscape requires expertise to 
navigate; no frictionless option through existing business systems

Lock-in

Vertical solutions as an option come with longer term issues – data 
access, pre-defined ecosystems, inflexibility 

£



An Alternative Approach

Open
Works with any device, on any 

network, for any use case. 
Customer owns the data.

• An open platform for Enterprise IoT

• Managing the lifecycle of devices, 
projects and data

• A suite of easy-to-use tools to design, 
install, configure and operate IoT 
projects

• All data in one place, under your 
control with flexible publishing rules

• Experiment quickly and scale 
effortlessly with a single framework 
for IoT

End-to-end
Manages all IoT plumbing 

for its entire lifecycle.

Super Consumable
Complexity is moved into the platform, 

allowing installation by existing resources 
and use by business users not an IoT expert



Addressing the challenges of scale with IoT

As with any technology, the IT Service 
Management model is important
• Asset management

• Security and trust

• Project design and Configuration Management

• Field service tools

• Data publishing and data security

• A multi-vendor model to control cost
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What have we achieved so far?



Accelerator platform



Water Safety Compliance
(Legionella testing & mitigation)

• 167 locations across 40 properties

• Moving from monthly manual test to continuous 
monitoring – reducing risk to residents

• Reduced disturbance to residents

• Full audit log for compliance

• Device cost approx. £50.

• Platform and Connectivity £6.15 per annum.

• Annualised OpEx savings >£18k so far



Damp and Mould Prevention

• 24 properties with internal bathrooms fitted with 
temperature & humidity sensors

• Persistent high humidity/low temperatures 
trigger an engagement process with the resident

• Identified one issue of fuel poverty

• One case where an autistic child was struggling 
with fan noise

• Hardware cost £28

• Platform and connectivity £7.76 per annum



Emergency Lighting Test

• Pilot with automated emergency lighting test in 
communal areas
• One HMO
• 6 luminaires
• Monthly functional test and annual duration test (to BS 5266)

• Audit log with test results and notification of any test 
failure

• Removes a monthly site visit, with an annual cost of 
£210 per HMO

• However….it’s currently difficult to realise the savings
• Fire alarm panels are tested in the same visit



Lessons learned

• Patchy Network Connectivity has improved significantly with NB-IoT 
roll-out

• For larger blocks or housing clusters, deploy a LoRaWAN gateway

• Deflecting spend with third parties is easier than realising internal 
savings benefit

• Internal change management is hard

• Our Housing Management platform vendor has been slow to integrate 
IoT triggers into our business processes



What’s next?

• Fire Safety – connected smoke/CO alarms

• Expansion of temperature/humidity monitoring

• Combining water, humidity and energy data for passive care 
supervision and safeguarding vulnerable residents

• Void property monitoring - Occupancy, leak detection, energy use

• Carbon reduction programme - Smart electricity and heat metering 
before and after zero-carbon retrofits



Questions?



12 - 13 October 2022 - ExCeL, London

We look forward to seeing you in 2022 at ExCeL, London


